
First article (time and place)
     The auction will take place on Saturday, November 5th 2022, in Quinta do
Pinheiro, at Rua Maria Inácia Perdigão da Silva nº24, by 3pm.
     The doors will open at 12pm, for the visit of the animals.

Second article (conditions of enrolment) 
     Entries must be made by November 4th 2022; 
     To bid, the potential buyer, will have to enroll through the link:
               

https://forms.gle/FpnKmFBJhaTHQo647
 
      The Internet addres, where it can be viewed online, under the responsibility
of AJASUL, is:

 
https://www.ajasulliveauctions.com/#/auction/home

Third article (catalog)
     On auction day, an informative catalog of the participating animals will be
available, which will include:
                              Lot number;
                              Owner’s name;
                              Animals identification: S.I.A;
                              Date of birth;
                              Animal certification;
                              Genealogy.

https://forms.gle/FpnKmFBJhaTHQo647


Fourth article (operations and conditions of sale)
     Each bid will represent na amount of 50€;
     The bidding may be made in person, or online through the AJASUL
auction platform; 
     The animals will go up to the ring, through the sections of the catalog
and after authorization from the auctioneer and then can be bided through
AJASUL’s sistem;
     The buyer will be the one who made the highest bid;
     The auctioneer may reject bids, considered irregular;
     The auctioneer may, in case of doubt as to who is responsible for  the
highest bid, propose that the lot of animal in dispute go up in the ring again,
for only the bidders of that bid. 

Fifth article (dropouts)
     No bid can be withdrawn by the bidder;
     Withdrawals will only be accepted for reasons of the animals health, or
others if justified and pondered by the auction organizing committee. 

Sixth article (payments)
     Payment for the animals must be made at the end of the auction, with
the animals being under the buyer's responsibility as soon as he finishes the
animal in the ring.

Seventh article (sanity)
     All animals registered in the auction ensure all the health conditions
legally in force, according to DGAV legislationTodas 
     The females of the gimmers and adult sections are of confirmed
gestation;
     The new owner will be able to confirm the gestation of the animal, by our
veterinary services, after payment of the same.

Sintra, Rio de Mouro, October 26th, 2022 
 


